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Abstract 

The Millifold Bouquet is a collection of poetry separated into three sections. Each section 

was inspired by different sources, and each reflects a different craft focus. The first section, titled 

“wild strawberries,” was stylistically inspired by the poetry of Federico García Lorca. In “wild 

strawberries,” I focused on techniques of imagery and surrealism present in this poet’s work, to 

create poems centering on the entangled ideas of love, death, and nature. My second section, 

“isolations,” explored the relationship between dance and aloneness, and was driven more by 

theme than by image. My final section, “the life and death of ophelia,” was driven primarily by 

narrative. It arose out of a desire to update Shakespeare’s Ophelia for the modern era, adding 

depth and strangeness to her character.  

  



Artist Statement 

Though I am a poet and work in the realm of words, I consider myself a highly visual 

person as well. Images have the power to strike me on a visceral level, to stay with me, and to 

transform me. In my preparation to write my Honors Thesis in poetry, one of the poets whose 

work I encountered was Federico García Lorca. Almost immediately, I was taken in by his 

presentation of vivid and surreal images. Though I was not always sure what these images could 

signify, or whether Lorca was intending to convey a message through them, their fluid 

transformations kept me engaged nonetheless. The following is a stanza from his poem 

“Landscape of a Pissing Multitude” from the collection Poet in New York:  

The moon! The police. The foghorns of the ocean liners! 

Facades of horse hair, of smoke, anemones, rubber gloves. 

Everything is shattered in the night 

that spreads its legs on the terraces. 

 

Reading his poems was like watching movies in my mind the likes of which I had never seen 

before, film-like montages that embodied pure experience and pure possibility. This inspired me 

to try a new approach to writing poems. I would start by generating an unusual image, then 

create more images that had a similar connotative resonance to the first. Much of the time this 

would be achieved by listening to music and staring into space, allowing my mind to wander 

through visions until it produced one that I found pleasing enough to write down. Once I 

gathered a satisfactory amount of slightly surreal images, I deduced a common theme to them, 

and filled in the rest of the poem using this theme to guide me. Here is an excerpt from the poem 

“quietus,” written using the aforementioned process: 

the cops fled town overnight so we slept all day in the grass.  

legs were dangling from clouds.  

the forest filled with empty houses.  

we wandered through them, turning off porch lights, uncaging parakeets. 



I began with these images and soon amassed enough of them to determine that the poem would 

be about lovers finding themselves alone in the wake of a quiet apocalypse. Poems that I wrote 

following my image-driven approach were grouped under the section “wild strawberries.” As I 

re-read these poems, I discovered that thematically, I seemed to be drawn to the concepts of love, 

nature, and death, and how these ideas intertwine.  

 Because of the somewhat fantastical nature of the poems in “wild strawberries,” my 

advisor gave me the suggestion to experiment with a more grounded approach in the next section 

of my thesis. Specifically, I was to write based on my personal lived experiences. This 

referenced another work I encountered while preparing to write my thesis, Sei Shonagon’s 

memoir of sorts, The Pillow Book. This book detailed the day-to-day life of a gentlewoman 

serving in the court of a Japanese empress, of which an excerpt follows:  

 If you break off a branch of splendidly flowering cherry and arrange it in a large flower 

vase, the effect is delightful. And it’s particularly charming if a gentleman, be it one of Her 

Majesty’s brothers or a normal guest, is seated nearby engaged in conversation… 

 

I intended to try and imitate Sei Shonagon’s forthright reporting of relatively ordinary life events, 

but I had trouble finding aspects of my life that I felt would “translate” well into poetry. And 

then I encountered William Carlos Williams’ poem “Danse Russe,” excerpted below: 

if I in my north room  

dance naked, grotesquely…  

and sing…softly to myself:  

“I am lonely, lonely.  

I was born to be lonely,  

I am best so!”…  

Who shall say I am not  

the happy genius of my household? 

 

It occurred to me then that I could write a series of poems focusing on the link between dance 

and aloneness, and I drew from my personal experiences of performing and being taught dance. 

These poems, titled “isolations,” were driven by theme rather by image. I decided what I wanted 



to say before I wrote any of the poems, and what I wanted to say was that there are unique ways 

in which dancing, as an art form, engenders loneliness, alienation, and incompleteness. Though I 

believe the opposite, I wanted to explore this connection because it is one that is rarely brought 

up in discussions about dance. Once I had my theme, I expressed it through (sometimes modified) 

anecdotes of my personal dance experience. An excerpt from my poem “kinesphere” follows: 

This dance is about two best friends falling out. 

Our love for each other fills our separate spaces 

but never transfers over, and we smother alone 

in two bell jars. The other girls play willowy demons 

in ripped black, always stalking our corners 

but never seizing us. 

 

In the first two sections of my thesis, I experimented with fabulism and memoir, images and 

concepts, to become a poet of increased depth and breadth. 

Then, during winter break, I viewed a production of Shakespeare’s Hamlet directed by 

Lyndsey Turner and performed by the National Theatre Live. What especially piqued my interest 

about this production was the manner in which it switched between Elizabethan and modern 

costumes and props from scene to scene, with no acknowledgment of these changes within the 

world of the play. To me, the director seemed to be making a statement about the timelessness of 

Shakespeare’s story, inducing the audience to consider similarities between medieval and 

modern versions of the human experience.  

From this, I decided to write a poem cycle centering on Ophelia’s character, and 

switching between Shakespeare’s world and the modern world. In order to provide a new take on 

Ophelia’s character and story arc, I introduced themes centering on the power of imagination, the 

individual's construction of their reality, and the mixing of fantasy and reality. I also included 

slightly grittier elements in the poem cycle, namely sexuality and drug use. This is because I was 

reading poems other authors had written about Ophelia, and they almost universally portrayed 



her as a sanctified yet relatively passive figure. In many of her depictions, the most significant 

and profound thing she ever achieves is her death, which I found rather disappointing. I wanted 

to desanctify Ophelia a bit and portray her as having a rebellious side. I also wanted to portray 

her as having a prodigious capability to vividly render her inner world(s), therefore giving her 

character more depth and agency than Shakespeare's portrayal.  

My process for writing the Ophelia poems was markedly different than anything I had 

tried before. This was mainly because I was working within the constraints of an existing 

narrative. It was necessary to balance the challenges of creating intelligible parallels between my 

story and the plot of Hamlet, while also introducing elements that distinguished it from 

Shakespeare’s original. To guide my poems, I first hunted through the text of Hamlet and wrote a 

synopsis of it that only included the plot points relevant to Ophelia. As I worked, I would refer 

back to this synopsis in order to keep my narrative structure adequately similar to the original. 

Additionally, I created a list of images that were historically and thematically particular to 

Hamlet, and another list of images that represented modern-day parallels of the images that 

appeared in Hamlet. For example, I included things such as music, rivers, and ghosts on the first 

list, and things such as Nirvana, mermaid costumes, and schizophrenic hallucinations on the 

second list. I would consistently pick images from these lists to put in my poems, to present the 

reader with motifs, and to give the cycle a sense of aesthetic and atmospheric cohesion. In this 

manner, narrative and image combined to guide my first drafts of “the life and death of ophelia.”  

 During the revision process, my thesis advisor gave me feedback that helped further 

distinguish my poem cycle from merely being a retelling of Shakespeare’s story from Ophelia’s 

perspective. This mainly consisted of removing references to Hamlet that were unnecessarily 

explicit. My focus instead was to introduce more novelty, strangeness, and complication into the 



reader’s understanding of Ophelia and her situation. For example, in an earlier draft of the poem 

beginning “she puts her pen down…” my last few lines were as follows:  

with her father gone overseas, she presses the garden between the pages of a dictionary, 

marking the words she likes: suspiration, satyr, contumely. flowers open their veins onto 

definitions (soliloquy birthmarked by a well-juiced pansy), entire poetries in the staining. 

 

Originally, I wanted these lines to make direct mentions of the vocabulary used in Hamlet, to 

strengthen my poem’s sense of intertextuality. I also wanted to suggest, through references to 

words, poetry, and creation, the narrative possibility of a modern-day Ophelia inventing the story 

of Hamlet. However, these lines could also be seen as unsurprising and somewhat clichéd, since 

they utilize the common metaphor of flowers opening to represent budding youth. In my revision 

of the ending, I tried to make the lines less “domesticated”:  

with her father gone overseas, she presses the garden between 

the pages of a dictionary, and falls asleep at the open window.  

in a dream, a mirror reflects back her eyes, ringed in swampy lashes. 

she leans closer toward the glass and watches her eyelashes turn 

to wreaths of diminutive roses, that turn to streams of soft-bodied 

flies, that turn to words passing too quickly for legibility. 

 

This dream sequence provides a stream of images that transform from one to another. I believe 

that this mutability leads to more surprise than the original ending, as well as creating an 

atmosphere that is not uniformly positively valenced. Specifically, the roses turn to streams of 

flies, an ominous image that foreshadows Ophelia’s death. The flies, in turn, transform to 

unreadable words, an ambiguous image that refers back to the concepts of creativity and 

inscrutability present elsewhere in the poem cycle. Overall, by using Shakespeare’s original 

narrative as a guide for my first drafts, and focusing more on diverging from the original for my 

final (or I should say, most recent) draft, I believe that I was able to create a rendering of 

Ophelia’s story that both pays homage to the source material, and reflects my unique vision. 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

wild strawberries  



quietus 
 
the cops fled town overnight so we slept all day in the grass.  
 
legs were dangling from clouds.  
 
the forest filled with empty houses.  
 
we wandered through them, turning off porch lights, uncaging parakeets. 
 
we walked inside a drained swimming pool like the surface of a new planet. 
 
an eyelid shut over each star.  
 
the moon trickled dry, asbestos and orange juice. 
 
in photographs, the people lay down where they stood and slept forever. 
 
our lungs exuded candlelight through the dim. 
 
on the street, the last gaggle of children crowded close to peer through a keyhole. 
 
the door opened of its own accord, and the children filed through, one by one. 
 
we were alone. at last. 
 
your large hand held my small hand, inside which budded your even smaller hand. 
 
  



the tights she wore 
 
a cat face peeking over each knee 
and a tail curling up the back of each thigh; 
her bike, the bell-ring moistening my eyes. 
 
trying to think of a motionless lake but 
otters start paddling and i want to tie the bow 
at the front of her blouse; amazing how 
 
pastas come in orange and purple and green 
wagon wheels and valentine hearts in december; 
i’m falling to death in this glass elevator 
 
and then i survive. vertiginous, the wall catches me,  
hot velvet descending on my mouth and nose, 
trying to think of cold streams but a breaststroke   
 
troubles the wavelets and i sight her black ringlets. 
i perch with my birdcage at the edge of the known world. 
the bricks of the wall are small and pink and impeccably laid. 
 
  



the street fair is sunning ugly peaches 
when i realize it’s the solstice. 
dopplersong of cars. the afternoon  
flakes off in ferric patches  
and beds its kestrels oceanside 
pair by pair. back home, my violin  
aches into the night from disuse. 
i can see the bus station closing 
from my window. they leave 
the light on over the lost and found. 
  



notes on loving your unearthly poet boyfriend 

find him growing from a riverbank.  

using only your fingers, dig him out of the mud. 

if there are black ants crawling up and down his stems, brush them away. 

push him home in an abandoned shopping cart.  

make him a bed by filling your bathtub with mulch and sowing it with tulip bulbs, minced raw steak, and 
crystals from a deconstructed chandelier.  

do not turn faucets on too quickly. this will give him a nosebleed.  

each morning, he will dress himself by peeling his shadow off the ground, tying the arms around his 
throat, and letting the legs sail behind like narrow black flags. don’t be alarmed by this. 

he will, on occasion, stick pins in his side, and somewhere in the world, a beautiful stretch of coastline will 
fall into the ocean. accept this.  

come home one evening to find him convulsing on the kitchen floor, wings emerging from his back.  

allow him to howl with pain and bang his head on the hardwood to the point of blackout.   

then notice how gently the enormous wings sway in the breeze from the air-conditioning.  

from the freezer, take a pint of ice cream. 

acknowledge he may not wake again, yet remain optimistic. 

lastly, slip a bite of ice cream under his tongue so that his first impression of the new world will be sweet 
and studded with berries picked in faraway places.  

  



men see the beauty heave  
fingerless all dreamday  
and boil its jacarandas  
like children wanting  
death for christmas 
ask that skylantern  
fiasco of a sun  
how it crushes mist  
and it’ll eat your ass 
  



your leaf- 
wings / limbs  
like soft  
oars / eyes full  
of melted horses   
my hand  
disappearing  
in  
a gingerbread  
village / ring 
all its bells  
tear off the gum- 
drops / the road  
goes no- 
where and then   
everywhere  
like a vase  
shattering / trees  
filling with sap 
imprints of bodies  
haunting fogged- 
over fields  
a drooling diamond  
forest  
pink chocolate  
lake / road  
full of impossible  
furrows / air  
stuffed with finches  
my arrows never miss  
a thunderstorm  
that takes  
centuries / lightning 
crawling down  
like irradiated sap 
your eyes  
leaking wind- 
blown manes  
porridge for the bears 
carousel fillies brimming  
with sugar  
little simmerer into which  
I inflict tea  
after tea  
of ardor  
for shout after shout of drenching 
 
  



sylvan scene 

the woods are whirring at all hours, the woods are tucked with 

houses too small to see, stoking fires that feed our marrow. 

we climb. shaking seeds from our hair, we forget our names. 

in the acorns that fall in our laps, we see miniature versions 

of the woods and miniature versions of ourselves, gazing  

into infinitesimal acorns. we split dried seedpods to find 

homunculi nestled within. they shuffle over our palms 

until they fall away lost in the grass. the creeks agitate 

their tadpoles, burrs climb our pant legs with dozens 

of pointed brown feet. you sow yourself within me. 

the woods are a specimen of slow-dripping candy,  

sap moving to preserve a stillborn fawn. ticks 

tassel our underbellies. just like the woods,  

they return our blood upon touch and die 

to our delight between finger and thumb. 

  



bug hearts  
throb this marble house 
america perfume born ferocious 
has a hard god laugh 
and bleeds for salt candy 
cake in vast concrete cups 
universe warming up 
america lets fall  
its cardigans 
  



big death, little death 
 
you said threesome so here we are 

two arranged on the same autopsy table 

after convincingly-botched resuscitations 

plus the coroner undressing us with breathtaking care 

before kicking open our pregnant chests 

to fire-extinguish the ever-living 

fuck out of our blue-hot hearts 

and our bodies give over their panoply 

the coroner rolls our brains in glitter 

our hearts are dropped down an anthill 

eyes sucked like gobstoppers 

genitals glued with googly eyes 

nothing goes to waste 

our lungs recycle into plastic bags 

that say THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK 

YOU THANK YOU COME AGAIN 

  



anthropocene 

our bodies wash up on a beach     wrapped in dolphin- 

spangled showercurtains     of the late empire 

when we get home     our virtual pets have gone 

feral     howling at a pixelated moon     tangling up 

in electric fences for warmth     ultraviolet tubing 

spells out captchas against the skyline     a spider 

beeps     at a quicker and quicker tempo     people 

enter target and some don’t exit     a buzzing wall 

of white wasps     at the edge of the city     we slice 

fruit to find sharp bones     wriggling nerve endings 

with new joints     faces are collapsible     androids 

feel our feelings for us     in our memory     foam 

we sink swearing     we can feel the ocean take us 

 

  



things found in the index 
 
an abandoned city of roofs without houses, their turrets detaching toward damp earth, attics filling with 
snow. thorns without roses. a city of doors without rooms, some of them locked. a heap of pillows in the 
desert. dreams devoid of sleep. electricity freed of wires, leaving trails of arrhythmias in its wake. wings 
without birds. tides without oceans, only a rush of gravity and a taste of salt. magnetic disturbances on 
seafloors where sinking orchestras played their last. holes in air. words sans language. faultlines opening, 
painlessly, no trembling. love without humanity. a last clutch of eggs trundling down a mountainside 
toward a continent’s edge. 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

isolations 
  



Agnes de Mille said bodies never lie  
 
so I choreograph myself crawling backward, dragging  
my hair over gritty concrete, and call it metaphor,  
throw myself at a wall and call it art, rehearse bruises  
on top of bruises and call it dedication. Some days 
 
my teeth will crowd my mouth to gnashing muteness, 
so I keep silent. If teeth are bone, then muscle is tongue,  
layers of wrapped tongues in synchrony for  the inching 
step – but always speechless. And if language is 
 
the whittled switchblade that misses all vital organs,  
art is the blunt impact that knocks one flat from behind,  
which everyone blames on a different force: Baseball bat.  
Wrecking ball. Charging elephant. Fallen piano. Meteorite. 
 
 

  



effacé 
 
the oily ribbons tied around  
my bones are stronger than 
 
my voice, squeeze harder 
than my heart, in a music box 
 
a resin ballerina 
like a terrible secret 
 
whom I love more with every turn, 
I love the milk acids pooling 
 
through my stride, the red 
fibers hatching inside 
 
every aching posture. 
length scribes depth,  
 
ballet scolds me into  
my dimensions, pushes me 
 
to the mirrored seawall 
so I realize that I am not 
 
the steadfast voyager,    
but the inconsolable sea 
 
storming an always- 
higher obstruction. my spine 
 
like island lightning. my ribs,  
twelve sublime doors. 
 
closed. and there are voices 
beyond the locks but the music 
 
abuses them to silence. 
the wall, taller in tandem 
 
with every new height I fight  
from sprung floors, leaping. 
 
on the other side, all the people 
with their kindness 
 
mill in their street shoes 



but within my water I am so 
 
hungry I could vomit, 
so solitary I pass utterly 
 
out of view. pushed to my toes,  
I learn the most devastating  
 
part of the needle is not the acute 
point, but the hollow eye. 
 
  



kinesphere 
  
n. “the sphere around the body whose periphery can be reached by easily extended limbs.” 
  
Vitruvian boys and girls, feeling 
the bubble descend around them, learn 
that limits cannot be broken but only held 
  
at greater and greater distances away. 
I stand at center floor with my vectors itching 
as my partners are assigned to me. Cue music 
 
and their hands on my back carry me into air. 
I imagine our circles crossing, and grow warm. 
But the day scientists discover true touch 
  
is impossible, that one electron will always repel 
another that wanders too close, is the day I fall 
out of the hands of dancers, concussing 
  
over the circumscribed lines of the inside 
basketball court where we are rehearsing. 
My kinesphere at my back like a broken parachute. 
  
Gushed apologies, stars coming out. Centuries ago 
a virtuoso in his tower sketched man 
with his lightest quill, then bounded him 
  
in four straight margins and a perfect curve. 
I stretch until it does no good and I am still 
in the same place I was yesterday. This lacuna. 
  
This dance is about two best friends falling out. 
Our love for each other fills our separate spaces 
but never transfers over, and we smother alone 
  
in two bell jars. The other girls play willowy demons 
in ripped black, always stalking our corners 
but never seizing us. After the show, I shoulder  
 
through crowds and into the night. The tissues 
of my brain thudding against their bone sky.  
Our bodies trying at intimacy, trying at kindred  
 
spirithood, trying – but we are advanced now.  
It might hurt for weeks but it will never break  
open or through. Across the vacuum, how 
 



the planets must labor toward their suns 
but all the light in the universe is useless 
without an atmosphere to catch some deserved 
 
iota. There is something to be said for reaching  
as far as my arms allow and it still 
not being enough. I hope it never is. 
  
This way, the horizon begins just after  
my fingertips end. And the stars, though  
untouchable, are only a few feet above. 
 

  



inaugural ball 
 
I thought it’d be  
slightly less lonely  
sophomore sweaty  
 
tulle petticoat  
and plastic cameo  
at my first high  
 
school dance  
I am a dark  
trellis of adrenaline  
 
shining by lightning- 
beats, wounding 
my arches 
 
with the clout 
of amplified bass 
when the dj 
 
plays a slow dance 
for the valentines 
singletons retreat 
 
to sip shirley temples  
but I dance on 
my own 
 
two feet  
from the stage, kicking free  
of pinched stilettos 
 
my hands finding 
each other, I am held, I am 
permeated with song  
 
as couples behind me 
oscillate through strobed  
air to obscurity 
 
the music roots  
through my frail  
lattice, all its gaping 
 
openwork. 
 



we are halfway 
 
through our last dance. 
how does our thread- 
work appear to you, 
the watchers, tilted  
in auditorium seating,  
bouquets lain in your  
laps? have we done  
enough to coalesce  
to friezes of joined  
postures, to lines 
intersecting, widening 
spirals? all i know 
 
is quickening breath, 
sinew giving every last 
memory, afterimages 
from stagelight glare.  
we dancers know  
the dance in every  
sense except the most 
important. so tell us 
from your distance, 
are we seamless 
in our impression of 
completeness? do our 
 
flowering skirts bring you 
a meadow? does a clear  
spring burst down your  
center until a lump rises 
to your throat and your 
toes start twitching 
inside your worn shoes? 
if you could only join us  
without leaving behind 
the sight of a manifold  
whole. (or at least one 
missing nothing but you.)  
 
like how the tree swells apple  
after apple but can never  
taste the fruit it was sown  
to give, or how each mirrored  
pane in a kaleidoscope pushes  
its color but only the eyepiece  
understands how jeweled  



fragments tumble to an iterative  
oneness. the people who love me 
most understand me least, 
or so it feels on better days. 
comprehension requires 
 
distance. and on worse 
days, there are only the 
differently shaped voids  
in performer and audience,  
selves and others, halves and  
halves, holes. holding hands,  
we run out of darkened wings 
and onto the stage. we bow low  
as you clap standing up, as if all 
of us are merged for an instant 
in a mythical fullness only  
visible to those empty from 
neither creating nor witnessing. 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the life and death of ophelia 
  



a young woman hovers in an empty greenhouse,  
feeling the water move in her lungs. 
the glass falls out, pane by pane.  
 
a single raincloud  
overhead. 
 
in his wallet, her father keeps a polaroid of her  
as a child, gap-toothed, stitched tight  
inside an opaline mermaid tail. 
 
by the roadside, primroses  
opening. 
  



she began as a bawling in a riverbed 
long dry and fallen to wildflowers. 
out of civic duty, her father trimmed 
the swaddling daisies, bore her home,  
and filed the papers:  

ophelia.  
odd baby, lost for hours under a white 
sheet. pinholes through the skin of her 
water wings. at the dinner table she’d 
hold her breath until swooning facefirst 
into the peas. her father pushed papers 
at the UN. in his spare hours, he filled  
leather-bound books with truisms  
of his own making: 

     (give thy thoughts 
no tongue) while his daughter sharpened  
hairpins for the locks that hindered her  
from open fields. violet. rose. crowflower.  
nettle. out of upturned leaves, names  
like oxygen. when her father forbade her  
boys, she bucked in the mud on her own.  
standing on a certain rise and squinting,  
the folds in the landscape would resolve  
into a young man's profile; the mid-air  
dust gathering in yellow cones of heat  
became a gesturing shade. she fell open 
like clean pages. the wind was riffling 
through her fine hairs like skipping to 
the interesting part of a story, chapter 
heading in calligraphic bold: 

     ophelia has lived 
 
 
  



tucked in the castle 
 
all her life and yet she keeps  
finding new rooms, hidden  
 
niches for speaking  
to oneself where illumination  
 
strikes the body with peculiar  
force and everything else  
 
darkens 
 
 
 
she follows 
 
the young man to witness 
his voice under blazing 
 
light, heavy and pure, as though 
boiled through an alembic 
 
unlike her descent 
down the staircase of her tower 
 
where the damp sunbeam  
that finds the hole in the roof 
 
cuts straight to the floor and leaves her 
circling and circling the light 
 
never standing in it 
 
 
 
yet the light loves 
 
him so she loves 
him, his words 
 
beating in fives,  
effulgence 
 
filling the hollows 
of his ears, overflowing 
 
shallow pockets above collar- 



bones, launching in gilded 
 
sheets from the blades 
of his shoulders 
 
 
 
slowly she occupies  
every shadow until  
 
he is surrounded 
and she feels 
 
like she is holding him inside her; light  
like water that moved so impossibly fast  
 
it set itself afire 
 
  



she puts her pen down only after the fifth time her father calls her  
to dinner,  where he prattles nightly about wars he supposedly averted.  
she takes a rosebud from her pocket and rolls it between her fingers  
under the table, peeling the sepals until she reaches the embryonic  
pink nub. its layers like onions dye under her fingernails as her father  
details last week’s conference at the danish embassy and slices his meat  
translucent thin. ophelia sneaks a knife into her waistband to split  
the rosebud later under her desk lamp, unearthing the sticky cavity  
crowned with tender filaments, crowded with early anthers.  
with her father gone overseas, she presses the garden between 
the pages of a dictionary, and falls asleep at the open window.  
in a dream, a mirror reflects back her eyes, ringed in swampy lashes. 
she leans closer toward the glass and watches her eyelashes turn 
to wreaths of diminutive roses, that turn to streams of soft-bodied 
flies, that turn to words passing too quickly for legibility.  
 
  



violets in his hair, a young man slides  
perfumed missives under her door.  
 
the stars throwing down their heat. 
the shining candelabra of her hand bones.  
 
her fingers melt the wax on the seal  
and bundled pages burst in her arms. 
 
the night of the banquet he finds her submerged  
in her bath, in full ballgown and jewels. 
 
with a fingertip, hamlet writes a love letter  
over the water’s surface before her eyes open. 
 
she emerges downstairs dripping wet  
and her father blanches.  
 
the orchestra tunes itself.  
dignitaries crane their necks. 
 
a stag’s head on a platter is laid before 
the guests, antlers threaded with wildflowers. 
 
skulls, buoyant as balloons, 
float against the ceiling. 
 
 
  



ophelia waltzes campily with the articulated skeleton  
on a dare from her snickering classmates before  
the biology teacher walks in and gives her detention,  
during which she keeps fixating on how the clacking 
finger bones caught on the knobs of her spine; how 
clumsy a dance partner death was, and how secretly vain  
about his full set of teeth. she opens the window an inch, 
 
letting the burnouts slip her clove cigarettes and joints 
rolled in the flypapers of overdue books. sinking in her seat, 
she feels her hair float away from her face. she feels  
the burnouts take turns closing their mouths over the tips 
of her fingers, until the teacher chews her out for dangling  
her arm from the window. her father discovers the ruined  
dictionary, grounds her, and sells her sylvia plath collection.  
 
retaliating, ophelia unlatches her bedroom window to a boy 
her father warned her against. his teeth shining from  
the streetlamp. her clothes floating above her body.  
in the lightless trees, owls gather in starved garlands  
to hunt. the night, like the stomach of a predatory bird, 
closes around ophelia and the stranger, dissolving in acid.  
skeletons of mice drift intact through simmering chambers. 
 
 
  



the river moistening  
willow roots. hamlet lays his head 
 
over ophelia’s waterlogged skirts. 
her father listens from behind a tapestry. 
 
the moon slips out from behind  
the horizon like a love letter  
dawning under a locked door 
 
against the white of her neck 
he mouths a sonnet and 
she licks the ink off his fingers 
 
as a sentry tests the blade  
of his foil against his fingertip  
and the orchards circulate their poison. 
 
upheavals. lying on their sides 
they arrange short-stemmed blooms  
inside the vase of the other’s ear 
 
when they wake, the flowers have browned 
and a ghost unfurls on the parapet 
 
 

 
  



bath-ridden and autoerotic, ophelia slides another 
finger in, watching the mildew take hold of the seams 
in the shower curtain and cooing 90’s grunge 
under her breath, i like it, i’m not gonna crack  
 
she could have lived in the castle all her days 
were it not so slipshod. boys and their cocks 
and their lips that crumbled away / flung stones 
 
through mullioned windows vulnerable now 
to the opposite of light – not darkness, which is only 
its lack, but sludgy ectoplasms that spread across 
 
the floors and mired her motionless in their tar 
as the baying of the war-hounds began. 
the fiction undone room by room / terrified light 
 
fleeing down the throats of every young man 
she projected / i miss you, i’m not gonna crack 
 
from under the surface of her bathwater 
fish skeletons rise and she injects the rest 
 
of the syringe. the boy who supplied it would leak 
her nudes online if she tattled on his trade. 
 
how beautiful his voice, reading aloud in class / 
a tragedian eating his light / her unanswered texts to him 
 
i love you, i’m not gonna crack, her bleakening neurochemistry. 
a ghost chattering through electricity. crossing the threshold, 
 
her father sees the needle fallen from her fingers, and turns away. 
 
down in the castle, curtained polonius is gored by a rapier. 
 
i killed you, i’m not gonna 
 
  



branches thrashing behind hamlet’s eyes 
he grabs her by the wrist but she detaches  
 
like leaves in autumn / polonius’ daughter, braceletted  in thorns 
feeding letters to a stoked hearth / doubt that the stars  
 
are fire / heaven only a trick of leaden smoke / in the soil,  
a jester’s skull. the bones of 
 
a hand closed over the bones of  
a wrist. 
 
a willow. rupturing. 
 
 
  



in a dingy bedroom / sleeping pills melting  

in wine / gasoline feeding a cut-glass 

vase of red roses / eyes sealed shut  

under molten wax / she hears faint singing  

with no origin / the psychiatrist makes notes  

louder at night / louder when alone 

and no one behind the tapestries 

riddled with sword holes / no birds  

behind the leaves / green veins trickling henbane  

she swears there is a ghost at her heels 

raving of the river’s underside / its beauty 

as the psychiatrist sits in her chair, a finial 

on the back creates the illusion of a crown 

eyes narrowed / she notes the holes in her 

patient’s arms / dwindling weight  / dull corneas 

carnival lights sucked away into space 

inside a leather billfold / a polaroid of  

an empty mermaid costume 

 
  



past the orchard with its despicable knowledge, past the sentries  

milling on the rampart, down to where the meadow pushes its children 

into her hands, the fragrant rosemary / that’s for remembrance 

full-skirted pansies / that’s for thoughts / columbine laying out its cups  

to regale her, and rue flitting into her arms as she sings 

wake from your sleep / the drying of your tears / today we escape 

she will not look behind her, neither at her dress buoyed by the wind 

nor at the ruins of the castle she wanted to grow old in / how darkness 

gutted it, hamlet evaporating in buttery clots, choked mid- 

iamb / the sound of the river now / breathe, keep breathing 

don’t lose your nerve / dusk shades the fields as if they were welling  

with ink after passing everything they had into her arms / an owl hoots  

there is no singing now but her own / they say the owl was a baker’s daughter   

and she begins her garland / crowflower, nettle, daisies, long purples 

flower becoming root and stems tightly braided / ophelia is the earth 

hung with creation / ophelia is the tree in which she is birthed 

the bough between her legs releases her to the water 

but for a long moment her world is nothing but hovering leaves  

and blooms entwined / good night / sweet ladies 

the water will be warm / she will not feel the impact 

 
  



on finding the greenhouse packed with mud, the queen is stricken  

by a familiar foreboding. ophelia’s chambers are locked tight 

though the smiths play through the door of the bathroom, 

the radio tipping slowly toward a bath filling up of its own accord. 

what’s left of the willow weeps itself downriver. lit candles flare  

at the bottom of the water. even soaked, the radio pushes through  

snatches of song. there is a light that never goes out. a strangled 

cry, and the queen breaks into a run, sirens loudening. 

ophelia’s husk splits, releasing an impossible number of seeds. 

by the time the queen reaches the embankment, they have taken root  

and sucked the river dry into miles of barbaric corsages. 

 
  



the curtain falls   a voice screams for light 

the curtain rises  tragic actors in royal garb 

the curtain falls  a hill of bodies unclasping their ornaments 

the curtain rises  and no one comes on.  

no one watches. no one raised  

the curtain. 

  



Notes 
 

The poems “the street fair is sunning ugly peaches,” “men see the beauty heave,” and “bug hearts” were 
created with the significant help of a magnetic poetry generator (http://magneticpoetry.com/pages/play-
online). 
 
The series isolations explores the relationship between dance and aloneness, and was inspired by William 
Carlos Williams’ “Danse Russe.”  
 
The definition of the word “kinesphere” was formulated by Rudolf Laban. 
 
Several quotes from William Shakespeare’s Hamlet were used in the life and death of ophelia. Song lyrics 
were also taken from “Lithium” by Nirvana, “Exit Music (For a Film)” by Radiohead, and “There Is a Light 
That Never Goes Out” by The Smiths. 
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